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1 Description of NC program 8235_en.h

In this NC program, the control measures the Z coordinate at

various positions in a tilted working plane and takes this coordinate

into account during a later machining operation.

Scenario:

Five sides of a cube are to be machined at various positions with

a cycle. The positions in the X/Y plane are defined separately for

every side in a point table. The depth defined in the machining

cycle is referenced to the exact surface of the respective position.

The workpiece surfaces have not yet been machined; this is why

the exact Z coordinate of the surface must be determined at

each machining position. This coordinate must then be taken into

account during execution of the cycle.
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NC program 8230_en.h:

Measuring:

In NC program 8230_en.h, the application is programmed based on

an example involving five sides of a cube.

For each side of the cube, a point table

is defined with the X coordinates and the Y coordinates of the

machining positions.

In the NC program, the control first calls the touch probe. Then

the control rescinds the tilt of the working plane. After this, the

control shifts the datum to the first side to be measured and tilts

the working plane to this side.

With the function FN26: TABOPEN, the control then opens the

point table of the side to be machined. Next, you use parameter

Q52 to define how many positions the table should contain.

The control then calls the “MEASURE” subprogram. The beginning

of the subprogram specifies that the first line of the table to be

read is line 0. The control also calculates the number of required

repetitions for the measurement routine.

Then the control reads the X coordinate and theY coordinatefrom

line zero of the table. The control performs measuring cycle 427

at the position that has been read and measures the coordinate

of the Z axis. By default, the measurement result is saved by the

control in parameter Q160. The control then writes the result in the

“Z” column of the point table. After this, the control increments

the number of table rows to be read out and written to by one and

repeats the section of the subprogram. This loop is repeated by the

control until all of the positions have been measured. The control

then ends the subprogram and jumps back to the main program.

After jumping back to the main program, the control resets the tilt

of the working plane and shifts the datum to the second side. Then

the control tilts the working plane to this side. You then once again

define the table to be used for this side and, in parameter Q52, the

number of positions contained therein. After this, the control once

again calls the “MEASURE” subprogram. This sequence is then

programmed in likewise manner for the other three sides.
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Machining:

When the measuring program has been completed for all five

sides, the control then calls the tool for machining in the main

program. In this example program, a drill is defined. After this,

the machining cycle is first defined, and then the control resets

the tilt. The control then shifts the datum to the first side and

tilts the working plane. In the next step, the point table for the

first side is defined with the function SEL PATTERN. Next, the

control prepositions the tool and then calls the machining cycle

with CYCL CALL PAT  at all positions of the table. The Z coordinates

enteredin the table serve as coordinate surfaces,so that the

machining depth is referenced to the respective Z coordinate.

When the first side has been machined, the same routine is

programed for the other four sides.

In the final step, the control moves the tool to a set-up position.

Since the location of this position depends on the machine, you

will need to adjust the coordinates in the “SAFE” subprogram

accordingly. The control then ends the NC program.
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